Pipeline & Storage

Management Systems

empowering energy leaders globally

For owners of capital-intensive pipelines and storage facilities, ESG helps
streamline complex transactions through
cost-efficient, internet-based systems.

Streamlined Transactions
Introducing our suite of pipeline and storage management systems developed to
efficiently and effectively manage your energy assets, that result in administrative
advancement and increased customer satisfaction.

ESG’s Storage and Pipeline
Management Solutions are
focused on providing technology that meets operating
and regulatory requirements
of the North American Energy
Standards Board (NAESB) and
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC).

Customers are provided domestic
support from a specific Customer
Support person, as well as the
ability to access support services
7 days a week, 24 hours a day via
an after-hours Customer Support
Line. ESG’s infrastructure utilizes
state-of-the-art, redundant data
centers to insure continuous
service availability.

ESG’s solutions eliminate time
and risk by automating storage
and pipeline management processes. Data is shared instantaneously, which allows for timely
responses to market events,
shipper changes and regulatory
requirements.

Built-in Compliance

Expertise you can
trust

Efficient, cost effective solutions

Streamlined Transactions Utilizing Web
Based and Mobile Friendly Systems
For operators of gathering,
midstream and interstate natural gas pipelines, QuickNom®
is a cost-effective system for
managing daily processes and
activities. Features include
Nomination and Confirmation
scheduling, Measured Volumes,
Operational Balancing Agreements, Shipper Imbalances,
Contracting Rates, reports and
Invoicing.

This inventory management system provides all the key information needed to manage storage
facilities and hubs. Automated
processes result in administrative
efficiencies and increased customer satisfaction. Features include Storage Nominations and
Confirmations, Scheduling
Customer Inventories, Parks,
Loans, Wheeling and Other Storage Services.

Quick Tariff acts as a “packager” for eTariff filings, bundling
together user-supplied Tariff revisions with stored Tariff parameters. Quick Tariff maintains all
FERC-required Tariff “meta data”
and uses filing wizards so that
creating an eTariff filing is quick
and complete. All filing elements
are validated and combined into
an XML file for simple eTariff
submission.

QuickNom Pipeline
Management System

NGI Natural Gas Storage
Management System

QuickTariff

COPS provides the operators of
crude oil pipelines with a straightforward, cost-effective system for
managing key pipeline processes
and activities. Features include
Nominations,
Confirmations,
Scheduling, Shipper Management, Measurement, Inventories,
Invoicing & Deductions.

PAS is a service which can be
broadened or narrowed to match
transaction volumes, budgets,
& system interfaces. The service
delivers reliable communications
while ESG manages all aspects
of message security. Features include Customer Inventories, Parks,
Loans and Wheeling services.

Crude Oil Pipeline
System (COPS)

Pipeline Automation
Service (PAS)

Why ESG?
With over 9 million meters in production, ESG’s DMS is the most widely-used solution in the energy industry, supporting more than 150 electric and gas utilities across North America, Japan,
UK and Ireland. ESG reduces costs and risks compared to developing and operating systems
internally or with another less experienced vendor. DMS is just one offering in ESG’s comprehensive suite of tightly integrated solutions covering every stage of the retail energy supply chain.
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info@esgglobal.com

